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Active Scheme to Measure Throughput of Wireless
Access Link in Hybrid Wired-Wireless Network

Khondaker M. Salehin and Roberto Rojas-Cessa

Abstract—In this letter, we propose an active scheme to
measure the download throughput of an IEEE 802.11 wireless
access link in a hybrid wired-wireless network. The proposed
scheme is based on sending pairs of probing packets to a wireless
end host to determine the smallest and average intra-packet
gaps of the probing packets that are used for the estimation
of the constant dispersion gap that wireless access creates. We
present experimental evaluations of the proposed scheme, and
the obtained results show that the proposed scheme achieves high
measurement accuracy. Furthermore, we show that the proposed
scheme is able to work under the presence of cross traffic along
the path.

Index Terms—Active measurement, IEEE 802.11, link capacity,
available bandwidth, compound probe, wireless throughput.

I. INTRODUCTION

The shared-access mechanism of IEEE 802.11 networks
along with collisions and channel fading make the measure-
ment of the throughput of a wireless access link complex [1].
Here, throughput is defined as the rate at which data bits can
be transmitted in the time taken to transmit a given packet.
The throughput is equivalent to the available bandwidth if
the maximum packet size that can be transmitted is used.
The transmission speed of a packet pair, or a compound
probe consisting of a large heading packet (Ph) and a small
trailing packet (Pt), over a wireless access link depends on the
link capacity, cross-traffic load, the number of retransmission
attempts required to access the channel, the time for receiving
acknowledgment (ACK), and the delays contributed by the
distributed coordination function interframe space (DIFS) and
short interframe space (SIFS) [2], as shown in Figure 1.
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Fig. 1. Intra-packet gap between the heading packet (Ph) and the trailing
packet (Pt) over an IEEE 802.11 wireless access link.

For a Pt size of stp bytes, the throughput of the wireless
access link is: T =

stp
(t2−t1)

, where t1 and t2 are the arrival
times of the last bits of Ph and Pt, respectively, at the wireless
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destination host. Therefore, the intra-packet gap between Ph

and Pt is t2 − t1. However, the intra-packet gap might be
affected by cross traffic and heterogeneous link capacities of
the wired segment of a hybrid wired-wireless path (Figure 2).
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Fig. 2. A hybrid wired-wireless path where a source host (Server 1) is
connected to a wireless destination host (Laptop) through multiple wired links
and a wireless access link.

Existing schemes based on intra-packet gap [3], [4] and
end-to-end delay [1], [5] require that the wireless access
link constitute the bottleneck link (i.e., the link with the
smallest available bandwidth) of a hybrid wired-wireless path
to measure the throughput of the wireless link. If this condition
is not satisfied, the accuracy of the schemes may decrease
because the probing packets may undergo dispersion created
by a bottleneck link located on the wired segment before
reaching the wireless access point (AP). Therefore, a scheme
to measure the download throughput of a wireless access link
that is immune to the bottleneck link location is needed.

In this letter, we propose a scheme to measure the through-
put of a wireless access link in a hybrid wired-wireless
network where the wireless link is not required to be the
bottleneck link of a path under measurement. The scheme uses
two compound probes (see Figure 3(a)), with two different
Pt sizes, st = {sta, stb}, to determine the smallest and
average intra-packet gaps. The capacity of the wireless access
link is then used to calculate the deviations on the expected
intra-packet gaps. The deviation indicates the throughput of
the wireless access link. Furthermore, the scheme is resilient
against the presence of cross traffic on the wired links of the
path.

II. PROPOSED SCHEME FOR THROUGHPUT
MEASUREMENT

In this section, we present the scheme to measure through-
put of wireless access link and analyze the conditions required
for the sizing of probing packets of the compound probe over a
hybrid wired-wireless path. We also introduce an error filtering
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Fig. 3. A compound probe consisting of a large Ph and a small Pt a)
without and b) with a dispersion gap.

scheme to remove the errors caused by cross traffic in the
measurement scheme.

A. Measurement Scheme

Figure 4 shows the steps of the proposed measurement
scheme. Two sets of compound probes are sent from the
source host (src) to the wireless destination host (dst) of
an end-to-end path using a large Ph size, sh = Maximum
Transmission Unit (MTU). Upon receiving the compound
probes at dst, the scheme determines the smallest intra-packet
gap Gmin(stb) of the compound probes with st = stb bytes,
and the smallest and average intra-packet gaps Gmin(sta)
and Gavg(sta), respectively, of the compound probes with
st = sta bytes, where sta < stb. The reciprocal of the
wireless-link capacity 1

cn
is then determined from the smallest

intra-packet gaps of the compound probes. The throughput is
calculated as:

T =
stp

Gavg(stp)
=

stp
Gavg(sta)− sta

cn
+

stp
cn

(1)

where stp denotes the packet size for which the throughput is
calculated. As stated in (1), the throughput is the ratio between
stp and the intra-packet gap Gavg(stp). The gap includes the
dispersion gap between Ph and Pt, defined as the gap between
the last bit of Ph and the first bit of Pt, as shown in Figure 1.
Here, Gavg(sta)− sta

cn
is the dispersion gap and stp

cn
is to the

transmission time of a stp-byte packet on the wireless link.
Further details on (1) can be found in [3].

Because the smallest and average intra-packet gaps of a
compound probe might be different on a wireless link, we
send multiple compound probes of each st size in a train for
probing the wireless access link.

B. Sizing Probing Packets to Ensure Zero-dispersion Gap

In a hybrid wired-wireless network with an IEEE 802.11
access link, a compound probe must arrive in the AP with
a zero-dispersion gap, as shown in Figure 3(a), so that any
dispersion between Ph and Pt is the product of the access
at the wireless link. On the other hand, if a compound probe
experiences dispersion, as shown in Figure 3(b), due to cross
traffic and heterogeneous link capacities of the wired links [6],
the intra-packet gap might not represent the throughput of the
wireless link and this adds errors in the measurement.

The sizes of Ph and Pt to achieve the zero-dispersion gap
requirement are determined by the link capacities along the
end-to-end path. In a node i, if the transmission time of
Ph on the output link Li+1 of node i is smaller than the

Scheme for Throughput Measurement
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2 : Set st = stb, where stb is determined from (5) or (6)
3 : Send compound probes with sh and st
4 : Get the smallest intra-packet gap Gmin(stb)

5 : Set st = sta, where sta < stb

6 : Send compound probes with sh and st
7 : Get the smallest intra-packet gap Gmin(sta)

8 : Get the average intra-packet gap Gavg(sta)
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Fig. 4. Proposed scheme to measure the download throughput of a wireless
access link in hybrid wired-wireless network.

transmission time of Pt on the input link Li, the compound
probe experiences dispersion. Therefore, to avoid dispersion
at node i, the packet-size ratio between Ph and Pt must be
equal to or larger than the node’s link-capacity ratio [7], or:

sh
st
≥ ci+1

ci
(2)

In Figure 5, consider that the link capacities of the end-
to-end path between src and dst, consisting of multiple
wired links, L1, L2, ..., Ln−1, and a wireless link, Ln, are
c1, c2, ..., cn. Based on (2), the possible dispersion gap at
node i, where 1 ≤ i ≤ n− 1, is:

δi =

(
sh
ci+1

+ ∆− st
ci

)
+ δi−1 (3)

where ∆ is the additional time required to receive the ACK
after the transmission of Ph on the wireless link that is
considered only when ci+1 is a wireless link, and δi−1 is the
dispersion gap at node i− 1.
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Fig. 5. A multiple-hop path with wired (solid line) and wireless (dashed
line) links.

The required condition to obtain a zero-dispersion gap in a
compound probe at node n− 1 (AP), in Figure 5, is:

(
sh
cn

+∆− st
cn−1

)+(
sh

cn−1

− st
cn−2

)+ ...+(
sh
cz+1

− st
cz

) = 0 (4)

where cz is the capacity of the input link of a node z that
has the largest link-capacity ratio and that is located after the
narrow link (the smallest link capacity of the path), in the
direction from src to dst, which also is the closest link to
the wireless end host, node n, with the largest link-capacity
ratio. For example, if two of the nodes after the narrow link
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closest to the wireless end host of a path have the largest link-
capacity ratio, the node located the closest to the wireless end
host is selected. However, (4) applies as long as Ln is not the
narrow link of the path and the largest size of Pt, st(max),
is determined by:

st(max) = sh

∑n
j=z+1

1
cj

+ ∆∑n−1
j=z

1
cj

(5)

If Ln is the narrow link of the path, st(max) is simply:

st(max) =

(
sh
cn

+ ∆

)
cn−1 (6)

C. Filtering of Erroneous Intra-packet Gaps

In the proposed scheme, the smallest intra-packet gap of a
compound probe is inversely proportional to the transmission
rate of the wireless link when there is no contention for link
access and, therefore, no dispersion in compound probes due
to cross traffic. Because the intra-packet gap of a compound
probe can have both compression and decompression over
the wireless link, due to the limited clock resolution in the
operating system at the destination node and the contention by
multiple wireless nodes, respectively, we iteratively perform
the following statistical analysis to accurately determine the
smallest and average intra-packet gaps on the set (X) of intra-
packet gaps:

1. Calculate the mean x̄(j) and the standard deviation σ(j)
of X , where j is the iteration number such that j ≥ 1.

2. If one of the following conditions is satisfied, stop. Else,
go to Step 3.

a. σ(j) = 0, for j ≥ 1.
b. σ(j) => σ(j − 1), for j ≥ 2.

3. Discard all data elements in X greater than x̄(j) and go
back to Step 1.

The mean value x̄(1) or x̄(j−1) is the smallest intra-packet
gap in X if the algorithm terminates after one or j iterations,
when j > 1, respectively.

On the other hand, the average intra-packet gap of X is
identified by determining the average of the most frequent
intra-packet gap in the sample set where the data elements are
distributed with a bin size of 9 µs. Here, the adopted 9-µs bin
size is the smallest unit of retransmission interval following
a collision on a wireless link as defined in the IEEE 802.11
standard [2], [8].

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

We evaluated the performance of the proposed scheme in
a testbed environment over two end-to-end path scenarios:
a) single hop and b) multiple hops, as shown in Figure 6.
The wireless links in these two scenarios are tested for IEEE
802.11b (11 Mb/s) and IEEE 802.11g (54 Mb/s) transmission
rates. The single-hop path consists of a wired link and a
wireless link without cross-traffic load along the path. The
multiple-hop path has multiple wired links and a wireless
access link with 50% and 75% cross-traffic loads on the
second (L2 = 155 Mb/s) and third (L3 = 10 Mb/s) wired

links, respectively. In our testbed, the wireless link constitutes
the bottleneck link in the single-hop scenario, while the third
wired link (L3 = 10 Mb/s) is the bottleneck link in the
multiple-hop scenario. We implemented the proposed scheme
as an application for Linux at the end hosts, src and dst,
shown in Figure 6.
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L1 = 100 Mb/s L2 = 155 Mb/s L3 = 10 Mb/s L4 = 100 Mb/s L5 = 802.11b/g

src AP dst
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Fig. 6. Hybrid wired-wireless testbed paths: a) single hop and b) multiple
hops.

The measurement accuracy of the proposed scheme has
been compared against two publicly available tools: a) WBest
[4] and b) Iperf [9]. WBest is a state-of-art scheme for
measuring throughput of a wireless access link and Iperf is a
widely used measurement tool [4]. We performed two sets of
measurements for each scheme using an IBM ThinkPad X40
(X40) and a Toshiba Satellite A105 (A105) laptops as dst
nodes, which are equipped with Intel Pentium processors, and
Intel Pro/Wireless 2200BG and Intel WM3B2200BG network
cards, respectively.

We summarize the testbed results in Table I. Here, the
values refer to the average of 10 measurements performed
by the proposed scheme, WBest, and Iperf. For throughput
measurement, the proposed scheme adopted two different set
values for sta and stb, including 8 bytes of UDP header + 20
bytes of IP header + 14 bytes of MAC header, to be used as
st in the compound probes. Considering the critical packet
sizes of the compound probe over the path configurations
in Figure 6, with sh = 1500 bytes and an IEEE 802.11g
link, we selected sta = 1392 bytes and stb = 1492 bytes,
respectively, for the single-hop scenario, determined by (6),
and sta = 288 bytes and stb = 388 bytes, respectively, for the
multiple-hop scenario, determined by (5). Each probing train
consisted of 100 compound probes, which we have found to
be a suitable number through experimentation, inter-spaced
with a constant interval of 100 ms. We used the same number
of probing packets in the WBest measurements. Because the
probing-train size is not a tunable parameter in Iperf, we ran
each measurement iteration for 5 seconds. In WBest and Iperf,
1492-byte packets, including 42 bytes of protocol overhead,
were used in the probing train.

In Table I, the Theoretical column shows the theoretical
throughputs of a traffic flow with 1450 bytes of User Data-
gram Protocol (UDP) payload when there is no contention
on the IEEE 802.11b and 802.11g links. These values have
been determined in accordance with the IEEE 802.11 stan-
dard [10]. The throughput values measured by WBest and
Iperf, using 1492-byte probing packets (IP payload size of
the probing packets is also 1450 bytes) are shown in the
WBest and Iperf columns, respectively. The Proposed scheme
column shows the throughput values of IEEE 802.11 links
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TABLE I
MEASUREMENT VALUES

Wireless
dst Path link Intra-packet gaps (µs) Slope Throughput (Mb/s) Error (%)

(hops) (802.11x) Gmin(sta), std Gmin(stb), std Gavg(sta), std 1
cn

Theoretical WBest Iperf Proposed scheme WBest Iperf Proposed scheme

X40 Single b 1427, 1.2 1516, 3.9 1430, 0.3 0.81 8.50 5.98 5.96 7.67 29.65 29.88 9.76
X40 Multiple b 551, 6.7 628, 5.7 556, 0.3 0.77 8.50 4.96 5.65 7.82 41.65 33.53 8.00
X40 Single g 485, 2.7 520, 1.2 495, 8.9 0.35 36.02 14.27 14.25 21.88 60.38 60.44 39.26
X40 Multiple g 251, 9.2 274, 1.3 258, 0.4 0.23 36.02 5.24 8.19 22.28 85.45 77.26 38.15
A105 Single b 1339, 56.9 1420, 52.7 1419, 14.3 0.81 8.50 5.63 5.95 7.73 33.76 30.00 9.06
A105 Multiple b 519, 7.1 598, 6.8 547, 14.4 0.79 8.50 5.02 5.59 7.74 40.94 34.24 8.94
A105 Single g 443, 30.4 484, 13.7 488, 45.0 0.41 36.02 14.84 12.8 21.92 58.80 64.46 39.14
A105 Multiple g 222, 6.5 243, 4.8 242, 14.8 0.21 36.02 5.32 8.15 23.44 85.23 77.37 34.93

for a packet size stp, with a 1450-byte IP payload1, which
is obtained from the measured intra-packet gap values in
the Intra-packet gaps column, wireless-link capacity values
in the Slope column, and (1). The Intra-packet gaps col-
umn contains both the mean and the standard deviation of
the measured intra-packet gaps, respectively. The last three
columns of Table I show the errors of WBest, Iperf, and the
proposed scheme, respectively, in reference to the values in
the Theoretical column. The error is, therefore, defined as
(Theoretical throughput − Measured throughput

Theoretical throughput )×100%, where
Measured throughput is the throughput of the wireless link
measured by WBest, Iperf, and the proposed scheme.

As Table I shows, the error in the throughput values of
the proposed scheme, measured on both laptops and testbed
paths are significantly smaller than those of the WBest and
Iperf values. The errors of the proposed scheme’s measurement
are about 10% and 39% on IEEE 802.11b and 802.11g links,
respectively, over the single-hop path. In the cases of WBest
and Iperf measurements, the errors on IEEE 802.11b and
802.11g links are about 34% and 64%, respectively. The lower
accuracy of WBest and Iperf measurements over the single-
hop path may be the result of determining the throughput using
the average intra-packet gap of the probing train, which can
be affected by large intra-packet gaps.

While the high accuracy of the proposed scheme remains
consistent in each path scenario, both WBest and Iperf are
not designed to measure throughput on a multiple-hop path
where the wireless link does not constitute the bottleneck link.
The degradation of measurement accuracy of these schemes
in multiple-hop scenario is more evident on the IEEE 802.11g
link than on the IEEE 802.11b link. For example, the error
in the WBest measurement increases from 59% to 85% when
throughput is measured on the A105 laptop over the multiple-
hop path using IEEE 802.11g as the wireless access link.
Overall, the testbed results show that the proposed scheme
outperforms the existing schemes in both path scenarios, even
when the wireless access link is the bottleneck link of the
end-to-end path. The accuracy of the proposed scheme also
remains constant under heavy cross-traffic conditions.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

We proposed a scheme to measure download throughput
of wireless access links in a hybrid wired-wireless network
consisting of IEEE 802.11 links. The scheme is based on

1Because throughput is calculated using IP payload, the header fields at the
network and lower layers are not considered in (1).

sending compound probes with two different trailing-packet
sizes. We experimentally tested the scheme on single-hop and
multiple-hop paths, with different bottleneck-link locations
and under different cross-traffic loads on the wired links. The
experimental results show that the proposed scheme achieves
90% and 61% accuracy on IEEE 802.11b and 802.11g links,
respectively, and it is tolerant to cross-traffic load on the wired
links preceding the wireless access link.
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